
Guidelines for Bahá'í Firesides 
 

Standard*  "consort with the people of all religions with joy and fragrance." 
 
Purpose     To assist the seeker to investigate the claim of Bahá'u'lláh in a 
setting conducive to sharing pertinent information while demonstrating the Bahá'í 
virtues of courtesy, love, forbearance, kindness, patience and respect. 
 
1. Those present at the Fireside are observing how the Bahá'ís interact with 

each other and consider this to be as important as the information which is 
presented. A loving atmosphere is more important than factual information, 
which can easily be gathered from books. 

 
2. The Speaker is the informal Chairperson of the Fireside. The concept of 

informality does not include chaos. All present should defer to the Speaker 
out of courtesy and respect. The Speaker has prepared a presentation and 
has traveled some distance to attend the Fireside. 

 
3. Questions asked by Seekers during the initial Fireside talk should be 

addressed to and answered first by the Speaker. Additional comments, if 
essential, may be briefly contributed by the other Bahá'ís. This approach 
allows the Speaker to maintain the flow of the presentation. 

 
4.  A Bahá'í Fireside is for the express purpose of teaching the Bahá'í Faith. We 

must respect the fact that the host has made great efforts to invite seekers, 
prepare refreshments, prepare their home, etc. Non-Bahá'ís should not be 
answering the questions of the Seekers, as this shows no respect for the 
process. If non-Bahá'ís have a brief answer to a Seeker's question, they 
should state that they are not a Bahá'í and should cite the relevant Bahá'í 
writings to make their point. 

 
5. We must realize that Seeker's often, understandably, do not have a religious 

vocabulary. They may hesitate as they search for the right words to express 
themselves. It is important that we respect their participation by not 
interrupting them in mid-question. The Fireside is for the Seeker's benefit, not 
for the friends to show how much they know. Interrupting the Seeker also 
inhibits the other Seeker's from asking questions. 

 
6. The Process for Questions 

a. The Seeker asks a question, without being interrupted, no matter how long 
it takes for them to formulate the question. 

b. The Speaker paraphrases the question, to make sure that everyone 
understands the actual question that has been asked. 

c. The Speaker then answers the question, or indicates that the question will 
be answered later in the presentation. 
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d. The Speaker asks the Seeker if the question has been answered 
satisfactorily. 

e. At that point other Bahá'ís may also provide brief comments if the Speaker 
has left out an essential aspect of the answer. 

 
7. The names of political figures or politicians should not be stated out loud in a 

Bahá'í meeting. People have strong emotions about political personalities; 
these emotions cannot be reasoned with. A Fireside is about issues, not 
personalities. **  

 
8. Bahá'í Consultation implies that all who wish to contribute should be heard, 

consecutively. A Fireside should not be dominated by forceful people whose 
powerful expressions command the floor. All present should actually listen to 
whoever is speaking at the time instead of impatiently waiting for them to 
finish so that someone else can speak. Many people who have valuable 
things to say will not participate in a shouting match. Brief comments allow 
everyone to participate. 

 
9. All speakers should clearly distinguish between their own personal ideas and 

the actual teachings of the Bahá'í Faith. We must also remember that the 
Faith is not associated with nor does it align itself with contemporary liberal or 
conservative political beliefs. 

 
10. Those who wish to contribute to the formal Fireside during the Speaker's   

presentation should raise their hands and wait to be called on. 
 
SYNOPSIS 
 
This is a humble plea to help make our Firesides conducive to learning, unity and 
fellowship. These suggestions will foster an atmosphere of love and harmony 
which will attract and encourage participation. Ego has no place in a Fireside 
because the true teachers are the Central Figures of the Faith. Seeker's should 
be encouraged to read the Bahá'í writings, should not accept at face-value the 
"Kitáb-i-Hearsay" of people at the Fireside, and should not repeat these ideas to 
others. Your enthusiastic cooperation is much appreciated. 
 
*     Bahá'u'lláh, Tablet of Tarázát, the Second Taráz 
**   Principles of Bahá'í Administration; page 32;  
      (Letter written on behalf of Shoghi Effendi by his Secretary) 
 

"Religion is the greatest instrument for the order of the world and the 
tranquillity of all existent beings." 

 
Bahá'u'lláh, Words of Paradise 


